LUCIEN ENGELEN
CEO Transform.Health and Global Strategist in Digital Health

Over three decades of tangible experience in healthcare innovation, his incredible
global network combined with his state-of-the-art graphics, humor, and thoughtprovoking vision will support the needed change in your organization.
In his lectures, keynotes, masterclasses, multiple TED-talks and brainstorms Lucien
Engelen is combining his knowledge and networks by always being challenging,
sometimes being provocative but always staying techno-realistic. With over 750
given keynotes, lectures and c-level sessions his goal is to prepare for a soft landing
into the future, meanwhile creating sustainable global healthcare for all.

Topics

Lucien works at the intersection of innovation and strategy and advises boards, clevel, governments, companies ánd professionals. His advice focuses on how to
initiate and create a sustainable change.

Digital

Lucien Engelen is CEO of Transform.Health and a Global Keynote Speaker He is a
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Strategist Health(care) Innovation for Center for the Edge Deloitte (Global,
independent, not employed, non-commercial), Erasmus University Medical Center

Strategy
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(Rotterdam), Laurentius Medical Center (Roermond), is core faculty at Singularity
University, Exponential Medicine (Silicon Valley USA, since 2011). HIMSS (Chicago

Transformation

USA). He is also one of the three core digital co-hosts of the yearly HIMSS
conference (Las Vegas/Orlando with 40K visitors)
As the former founder and director of the REshape Center at the Radboud
University Medical Center and advisor to the Board of Directors (2007-2018),
Lucien has extensive healthcare experience. Thanks to his practical, bold and often
rebels approach, he was able to identify and implement necessary changes in a
sector that, of course, is bound by many rules. Before that, Lucien had a career in
acute care. Over the past three decades, it has brought him to the forefront of
healthcare innovation (inter)nationally.
He was invited by LinkedIn to become one of the first 100 official LinkedIn
Influencers, now with over 800.000 followers and more than 150.000 people
subscribed to his newsletter.
His presentations are about: creating a sustainable culture for innovation, change
management, the future of healthcare, the future of work, digitization, technology,
health and healthcare.
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